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Genre is the type or style of writing used in a text. All writing falls into some type of genre.  A 

newspaper article is one type of genre. It might tell about a real event or a person. An email to 

a friend is another type of genre. It might share a joke or a favorite recipe. Book reports, stories, 

science experiments -- all of these are different types of genres. Different genres use tools such 

as language and text structure in different ways to share information, send a message, or teach a 

lesson.

You probably already know many of the genres used in a classroom. Two major forms of genre 

are fiction and nonfiction. If a text is fiction, it means that it is a work of the imagination -- it is 

made up, and it did not really happen. Novels and short stories are examples of fiction. If a text 

is nonfiction, it means that it is a true or real event. Biographies and textbooks are examples of 

nonfiction.

 ► Read this example of a fictional text:

Once upon a time in a towering mansion in New York City, there was a spoiled dog 
named Cooper. Cooper was given unlimited squeaky toys, bones, and treats by his 
loving owners. But one day, when his owners were away on vacation, the housekeeper 
accidentally locked him out of the house. Unable to get back inside, he spent hours barking 
at the door before his hunger forced him to search for food.

After half an hour of walking, Cooper saw another dog chewing on trash from a knocked 
over garbage can. “You’re actually going to eat that?” he asked.

The first paragraph seems very real. A dog is a real animal, and many people who live in cities 

have dogs as pets. A dog really could get locked out of its house. But here, the dog, Cooper, is a 

character in a story. When the dialogue in the second paragraph shows Cooper asking another 

dog a question, that’s a clue you are reading a piece of fiction.  

 ► Read this example of a nonfiction text:

An octopus has no shell and no bones. It has a soft, round body. It has a short neck and 
a head. It has eight long arms that can move all around. An octopus also has a very strong 
mouth. Its mouth can break the shells of other animals. It can even break through rocks.

Like the dog in the first example, an octopus is a real animal. However, the octopus in this 

example is not a talking character in a story. This is an actual animal in a real-life setting. This text 

gives facts about an octopus’ body. It gives information such as how an octopus moves and how 

it uses its mouth. These are all clues that you are reading a piece of nonfiction.
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 ► Read these paragraphs and answer the questions that follow.

The clock struck midnight. All of a sudden two little elves sat down at the shoemaker’s 
table. They picked up the cut pieces of leather. Then their tiny fingers began to sew. They 
sewed neatly and quickly. The shoemaker could not believe his eyes. They did not stop until 
everything was done. Then they ran away.

1. Is the example above fiction or nonfiction, and what clue from the text supports this?

A. nonfiction, because the event took place at midnight

B. nonfiction, because there were pieces of leather on the shoemaker’s table

C. fiction, because the elves are characters that are not part of real life

D. fiction, because the shoemaker could not see

How can you become a carpenter? Most people with this kind of job learn it by 
starting as a special kind of helper. This helper is called an “apprentice.” When you are an 
apprentice, you learn to do a job from someone who already has a great deal of experience 
doing a certain kind of work. The person teaches you skills. He or she watches you practice 
the skills. Basically, you work with that person until you are skilled enough to do the job on 
your own.

2. Is the example above fiction or nonfiction, and what clue from the text supports this?

A. fiction, because a carpenter is an imaginary character

B. fiction, because being an apprentice is not possible in real life

C. nonfiction, because it explains a type of technology that does not yet exist

D. nonfiction, because it gives information about learning skills for a job

The king thought about what he should do. He called all the princes in the world to 
come to the castle. He told the princes that one of them would need to take the magic 
glasses from the dragon. “Those glasses are like a special treasure, but no one knows 
where they are kept. I want that hidden treasure! Whoever finds it and brings it to me will 
get to marry the princess. In addition, I will hand over my crown and you will be the ruler of 
this land.”

3. Is this example above fiction or nonfiction, and what clues from the text support this?

A. fiction, because it has a magic object and an imaginary animal in it 

B. fiction, because the king needed the princes’ help to solve a problem

C. nonfiction, because the events take place during a certain time in history

D. nonfiction, because it explains the powers of a king 
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 ► Read this paragraph and answer the question that follows.

What is graffiti? Graffiti is a kind of drawing. It can be a picture. It can also be a name. It 
can be a word or a group of words. It is made with paint or with ink. It uses many colors. 
The word “graffiti” comes from an old word that means “to write.”

4. Is the example above fiction or nonfiction, and what clue from the text supports this?

A. nonfiction, because the first sentence is a question

B. nonfiction, because it describes a type of actual drawing or picture

C. fiction, because the events take place at some point in the future

D. fiction, because it uses imaginary characters
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